











































































































My broken calculator divides instead of multiplying
and subtracts instead of adding I type

12 31 4 2

What answer does the calculator show

The calculator performs

1273 4 2 4 2 2

A zebra crossing has alternate white and black
stripes each of width 50cm On a particular road
the crossing starts and ends with a white stripe
and has 8 white stripes in all What is the total
width of this crossing
The crossing has 7 black stripes

WBWBWBWB W BW B W B W
So it has 15 stripes in total with combined width

15 0 sn 7 Sm

My digital watch has just changed to show the
time 20 11 How many minutes later will it next show
a time with the digits 0,1 1,2 in some order
It can't happen while the hours number is still 20

So the next time this occurs is at 21 01 which is

50 min later
In my street there are 17 houses On the even

side houses are numbered 2,4 6 etc On the odd
side houses are numbered 1,3 S etc I live in the
last house on the even side which is number 12
































My cousin lives in the last house on the odd side
What is the number of my cousin's house

There are 6 houses on the even side 2 1 to 2 6

So there are 17 6 11 houses on the odd side
2 1 I to 2 11 I 21
The diagram shows an L shape made From Four
Small squares Ria wants to add an extra small
square in order to form a shape with a line of
symmetry In how many different ways can she
do this

The initial shape is highlighted Possible locations for
the extra square are indicated in green

X
x r
x x

r
X x

There are 3 ways she can create a line of
symmetry



Felix the cat caught 12 Fish in 3 days Each day
after the First he caught more Fish than the

previous day On the third day he caught fewer Fish
than on the First 2 days combined How many Fish
did Felix catch on the third day
He caught at most 5 Fish on the third day since
if he had caught 6 or more it would not be

less than the total from his First 2 days
If he caught less than 5 Fish on the third day
he must have caught at least 8 on the First 2

So on one of those days he would have caught
at least 4 equalling or exceeding the third day's
catch
Hence he must have caught 5 Fish on the
third day 4 on the 2nd 3 on the 1st
Mary lists every 3 digit number whose digits add up
to 8 What is the sum of the largest and smallest
numbers in Mary's list
The largest number is 800
The smallest number is 107
Their sum is 907
The diagram shows three squares The medium square
is formed by joining the midpoints of the sides of
the large square The small square is formed by
joining the midpoints of the sides of the medium
Square The area of the small square is 6cm What is



the difference between the area of the medium

square and the area of the large square

The small square has side length To
consider the indicated triangles

x we have
J

of 2
2 6

x 3

2 53

y v y we have

2g 2B
2B 12

5 6

y r6

So the medium square has side length 2x and

area 2535 12 and the large square has side

length 2g and area 25612 4 6 24

Hence the difference between their areas is

24 12 12cm



What is the value of 2011 2 011 7
201.1 X 20.11

We have 2011 2 011 2011 2011 x tooo
201 I 20.11 2011 X fo X 2011 X

I
1000
I

1000

1

Maria has 9 pearls that weigh 1,2 3,4 S 6,7 8,9
grams She makes 4 rings using 2 pearls on each

The total weight of the pearls on each of these

rings is 17 13 7 5 grams respectively What is the

weight in grams of the unused pearl
The weight of the unused pearl is the total weight
of all 9 pearls minus the weight of the pearls
used in rings
Ht t 9 171 13 7 t 5

45 42

3g
Each region in the Figure is to be coloured with

one of four colours red green orange or Yellow Any
two regions that touch must have different colours
What colour is region X



This region must be yellow since it's

µqqBmgf
touching the other 3 colours

Continue colouring using this logic
since region X is touching orange
green and yellow it must be red

Bggmimphhoomgghoaz.tk

fifthBEST

A teacher has a list of marks 17 13 5 10 14,9
12 16 Which two marks can be removed without
changing the mean

The mean is
17 13 0 14 9 12 t 16

8

96 8 12

So the two marks which are removed must have

equal distance From 12

The only option is 10 and 14



In three home games Barcelona scored 3 goals and let
in 1 goal In these three games Barcelona won one

game drew one game and lost one game What
was the score in the game Barcelona won

Since they only let in one goal the lost game must
have had score 0 I
In the drawn game they didn't let in any goals so
the score must have been O O
In the won game they scored 3 goals and let in

none so the score was 3 0
A square piece of paper is cut into 6 rectangular
pieces When the lengths of the perimeters of the
six rectangular pieces are added together the result
is 120cm what is the area of the square piece of
paper

b a

f f fb
b f e

g g ti a
b t a

b ftd d
Label the perimeters h h
of the rectangles a

as shown c c
b a



Note that

Atb Ltd t e f tg th
since the paper is square
The sum of the perimeters of the rectangles is

6 atb t 2 Ctd te t 21ft g th 120

6 atb t Zlatb t 2 atb 120

lolatb 120

atb 12

So the area of the square is atb 144cm

Lali draws a line segment DE of length 2cm on a

piece of paper How many different points f can she
draw on the paper so that SDEF is right angled
and has area 1cm

These 6 points are the possible locations For F

In
i S

I 1 I D E and F

D Z E
l I I

Area b DEF x 2 1 1cm as required

The positive number a is less than 1 and the

number b is greater than I Which of the following
numbers has the largest value



A axb B atb C a b D b E depends on a and b
Since a O atb b 1
Since act axb b
since b I a b a a 1

So the answer is atb

The Five digit number 24 84 is divisible by 4.5
and 9 What is the sum of the digits x and Y
Since the number is divisible by 4 Y must be even
Since the number is divisible by S Y must be 0
Since the number is divisible by 9 the sum of
its digits must be a multiple of 9 so

2 4 t X t 8 t Y O mod 9

14 t X O mod 9

x 4

So Xt Y 4 t O 4
Lina has placed two shapes on a 5 5 board as
shown Which of the Following Five shapes should she

place on the empty part of the board so that none
of the remaining Four shapes will Fit in the empty space
that is left The shapes may be rotated or Flipped



The answer is D when placed
as shown it leaves no remaining
spaces with more than 4 squares

Three blackbirds Isaac Max and Oscar are each

sitting on their own nest
Isaac I'm more than twice as far away From Max
as I am from Oscar

Max I'm more than twice as far away From Oscar
as I am From Isaac
Oscar I'm more than twice as far away From Max
As I am from Isaac
At least 2 of them are telling the truth Who is lying
The nests could either be in a straight line or a

triangle
Suppose that they are in a triangle

I Isaac y 22C

y x Max Z 2g
Oscar Z 2x

M Z 0

If they are all telling the truth

By the triangle inequality
2 L Icty s Iz t y 1.5g



But 2 72g so there is a contradiction
If Isaac is lying then

2 L Icty Zz L 2x t Zy
2 z s z t z Zz

which is a contradiction
If Max is lying Then pick x 1 y 2 3 for example
We have y 2x z 2x and 2 2g and the triangle
inequality is also satisfied So this works
If Oscar is lying then

Z E 2x

y
But 2 72g which is a contradiction
So if they are in a triangle Max must be lying
Suppose they are in a straight line
Case

X y
p p p
M I 0

Isaac K 72g
Max xty 2x y x

Oscar Icty 2g x y
It is impossible for these last two statements to be

true simultaneously Since x 2g x y it must be

that Max is lying



Cafe
p p p
I M 0

Here Isaac is definitely lying since he's closer to
Max than Oscar Similarly Oscar is definitely lying
So this is impossible

Case x y
p p p
M O I

Here Max is definitely lying since he's closer to Oscar
than Isaac

I xty 2g a y

0 x 2y
So this is possible again Max is lying
Hence the answer is Max

Myshko shot at a target When he hit the target he
only scored 5,8 and 10 Myshko hit 8 and 10 the same
number of times He scored 99 points in total and 25
of his shots missed the target How many times did

Myshko shoot at the target
Suppose he hits the 5 n times the 8 m times and
the 10 m times
We have

8Mt Nm t Sn 99

18M t Sn 99
Note that 18M and 99 are both multiples of 9
so 5h must be also Since gcd 5,91 1 it must



be that n is a multiple of 9

n Sn 18M 99 Sn m

9 45 54 3
18 90 9 x

so n 9 m 3 Hence the total number of shots
that hit the target was

Zn t n 61 9 15

Let the total number of shots be p
Since he missed 254 of the shots we have

f p IS

p 20

The diagram shows a square with side 3cm inside
a square with side 7cm and another square with

side 5cm which intersects the First two squares
What is the difference between the area of the black

region and the total area of the grey regions



Label the regions A to E
as shown
The area of the black

region is B and the

AO total area of the grey
regions is t E

so we are trying to

Find B C E
From examining each

Square we have

72 A t B t C t D

5 C D t E

32 At C

Sub into

49 Bt D 9 Bt D 40

Now perform
Bt D C D E 40 25

B C E 15cm

In a convex quadrilateral ABCD with AB AC

the following angles are known

BAD 800 LABC 750 LADC 650

What is LBDC



A B Draw a diagram Let x L BAC

80 I Y k so LDAC 80 a
1 Since DABC is isosceles we have

I LBCA L ABC 750

D So x 180 2 75 400
Hence LEAD 400

DCA 180 40 65 750
A B
4 I

So SABC and SACD are

congruent equiangular and

yf AB AC
65 Hence AD AC corresponding sides
D in congruent triangles are equal

A So DABD is isosceles

l B we have
LBDA 180 80

500D
so

BDC LADE LAD BA B
Go 65 50

150
507 C

D



In the expression

KxAxNx G x Ax Rx 0 x O

Gx A XM x E

each letter stands for a different non zero digit
What is the smallest possible integer value of the
expression
We can cancel GXA on numerator and denominator
Since is the only number in the numerator
which is squared it makes sense to set 0 1
So now we want to minimise

KxAxN_xR
Mx C

We want to maximise the denominator choose

MxE 8 9

Now the minimum possible value for the numerator is
2 3 4 5 120 so the quotient must be at least 2
Choose

KxAxN R 2 3 4 6

Then the expression obtains the value 2



The First diagram shows a shape constructed From 2

rectangles The lengths of two sides are marked 11 and

13 The shape is cut into three parts and rearranged
as in the second diagram What is the length x

13

24

a
24

The red length is x The width of the rectangle
is 11113 24 When rearranged we see

L 13 24

x 37



Mark plays a computer game on a 4x4 grid
Initially the 16 cells are all white Clicking one of the

White cells changes it to either red or blue Exactly
two cells will become blue and they have a side in

common The aim is to make both blue cells appear
in as few clicks as possible What is the largest
number of clicks Mark will ever need to make

If Mark clicks an alternating pattern of squares
he will identify one blue square within 8 clicks

x x
x x

x x
x x

x If the blue square is on one of the
corners green then it takes up to 2

X X more moves to Finish the game
X X If it's on one of the edges purple then

it takes up to 3 more moves if it's

On one of the central squares orange it takes up to

4 more moves
So the optimal order is as follows

start with the two orange squares If one is blue
then the game ends in a maximum of 6 moves

If not click the purple squares next If one of
them is blue then the game ends in a maximum of



2 t 4 t 3 9 moves

oIange pIple adtjacent
to the First blue

If none are blue click the green squares last
One of them will be blue so the game ends
in a maximum of

2 t 4 t 2 t 2 10 moves

oratnge putple grteen aldjacent
to the First blue


